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the motherboard also features four-channel pcie and two-channel sata 6gbps raid controllers, and supports 2x2 quad-channel ddr2-800/1066 memory. like the previous ga-
d65m-wifi motherboard weve tested, the ga-p45-ds4-ud3-b0 is an atx motherboard based on a mini-itx design, with a single pci express x16 slot on the top edge of the board.
the rear edge of the board is populated with six slots, with the primary difference between the new and old ga-d65m-wifi boards being that the ga-p45-ds4-ud3-b0 has sata
6gbps and pecie on the front edge, rather than 1gb/s and 6gbps ports. the p45 express chipset supports up to 16gb of ddr3-1066 ram, but even at those high clock speeds, the
memory runs at a maximum bandwidth of 800mhz. thats not really worth complaining about, but its not exactly a great sign for the p45s ability to handle more expensive
memory technologies such as ddr3-1333. if the p45 isnt going to support more than 4gb of ram, its a wonder why a motherboard manufacturer would bother to include the
feature at all. even with its relatively limited overclocking headroom, the p45 provides a solid platform for extreme system builders. the dq6 has plenty of room for all the latest
features and peripheral interfaces, the memory is stable and performant, and even the addition of a second south bridge card doesnt hurt performance. this is a much more
capable platform than a previous generation p45 express chipset, and its a nice addition to gigabyte's stable of nforce chipsets. the p45 express chipset supports 3d vision
surround and 3d vision pro, but we found that its performance is middling. both drivers offered no noticeable difference when paired with the dq6, and the 3d vision pro driver
slowed down gaming. but the chipsets 3d vision surround driver is actually quite good at automatically detecting which 3d vision display is connected and providing optimal
performance. it makes for a convenient combination that ensures you get the most out of your hardware.
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«A few sweet words »We have successfully installed Intel RST(e) Driver version v12.0.7.1002 WHQL and we have tested out some CPU benchmark tool and it's saying that the
Intel RST(e) does a great job, congratulations!I try it out again with Intel RST(e) Driver version v12.6.0.1033 WHQL and the benchmark tool shows that the new drivers are not

as good, but still makes some good points.If you think you are having problems, please update this thread and we will help you. Enjoy and have fun with your Intel RST(e)
Drivers, be patient. Fernando NOTE:The official name of this feature or any of the instructions listed on this page are trademarks of their respective owners. Intel® RST (e)

Technology provides maximum performance by using the latest features and scalability by linking hardware features to integrated chipset design. The third tab called
Motherboard is broken into two sections; the first is a drop down menu called Utilities that offers up the options ASUS Extreme Memory Profile and ASUS Memory Tweaker to
optimize RAM performance. There are also options for the ASUS ICH10R Raid which provides a couple of different RAID configurations to choose from. The next tab is called

Make Disk, it consists of two sections; one offering Intel RAID drivers and the other, Marvell SATA RAID drivers. The Make Disk tab has options for both ICH10R RAID
configuration: A, B or C, Intel RAID drivers A, B or C, and Intel RAID driver A, B or C with Marvell RAID driver D. The last tab on the utilities page is called Manuals and it has five
different manuals: the Intel Matrix Storage Manager, Dell Power Management User's Manual (Intel Matrix Storage Manager Manual), Intel Matrix Storage Manager, ASUS Matrix
Storage Manager and the ASUS Matrix Storage Manager. All five manuals are in the same format as the instructions would be in a manual. The manuals are in PDF format for

easy browsing. 5ec8ef588b
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